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Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-network/virtualnetwork-manage-peering

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is an advantage of a scaled-out
architecture?
A. Smaller hosts translate to less time needed to recover using
HA.
B. Fewer larger hosts means less hardware.
C. Larger servers are cheaper.
D. Larger servers come with more bells and whistles, like
completely redundant hardware.
Answer: A
Explanation:
In a scaled-out architecture, the cluster is configured with
many smaller hosts rather
than fewer large hosts. Because of this, when an ESXi host
crashes in a scaled-out
cluster, you lose a smaller percentage of your cluster, which
translates to fewer virtual
machines crashing, which translates to faster recovery times.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You create an advanced DataStore object (DSO) and select the

standard
DSO template. Which of the following settings are applied
automatically?
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Activate data
B. Unique data records
C. Write change log
D. All characteristics are key
Answer: A,C
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